I. Director’s Report
   a. Faculty board meeting to discuss revised forms and to justify getting an exception from current review forms

II. Kathy Tischler’s Report
   a. Microsoft Outlook has the official list for scholars members (Aquinas Scholars DG). DO NOT use Blackboard!!

III. President’s Report
   a. Honors Seminar Evals – Chris Hannigan and Kirsten Lederer attending faculty board meeting to give student perspective

IV. Vice President’s Report
   a. Rock climbing trip set for Nov. 29th and will cost scholars five dollars (total subsidy of twelve dollars a person) and transportation will be by board members (Natasha Wright, Tim O’Connor, and Kirsten Lederer)

V. Academic Events
   a. Book club – board decided on one point per meeting. Overall structure still up in the air.

VI. Service Events
   a. Habitat for Humanity – This weekend, Nov. 12th. Currently at cap for number of people going.

VII. Social Events
   a. Wild game – canceled due to poor date (day before thanksgiving)

VIII. Other